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INTRODUCTION
Repetitive DNA comprises a significant fraction of eukaryotic genomes, e.g. ∼20% of Caenorhabdits elegans and Caenorhabditis briggsae genomes (Stein et al., 2003) and ∼50% of the human genome (International Human Genome Consortium, 2001 ) have been identified as repetitive DNA. Repeat identification is a critical part of the analysis of a newly sequenced genome, both because repeats drive genome evolution in diverse ways (Kazazian, 2004) and because of a pragmatic need for thorough repeat masking prior to performing homology searches. 1 RepeatMasker (Smit and Green, http://repeatmasker.org) is an important and widely used tool for identifying and masking individual repeat elements given an existing library of repeat families such as Repbase Update (Jurka, 1998 (Jurka, , 2000 . However, RepeatMasker does not address the need to build such libraries for newly sequenced genomes; it, in fact, highlights this need. As the number of genome sequencing projects increases, there is a pressing need to identify the repeat families present in large, newly sequenced genomes.
All existing algorithms for building a set of repeat families start with a set of pairwise similarities, such as a set of pairwise alignments generated by WU-BLAST (Gish, http://blast.wustl.edu) or REPuter (Kurtz and Schleiermacher, 1999; Kurtz et al., 2000) . The early single linkage clustering approach (Agarwal and States, 1994) first merges overlapping substringsappearinginthesetofpairwisesimilarities, thenuses the pairwise similarities to group the merged substrings into repeatfamilies. Thesinglelinkageclusteringapproachhasbeen significantly extended and improved in two recent algorithms, RepeatFinder (Volfovsky et al., 2001) and RECON (Bao and Eddy, 2002) . A different approach to gluing pairwise similarities into repeat families, which captures the mosaic subrepeat structure exhibited by some repeat families, is implemented in the RepeatGluer algorithm . Also of interestisthePILERalgorithm (EdgarandMyers,2005) , which achieves high specificity in distinguishing different types of repeats, at the sacrifice of some sensitivity.
Using a set of pairwise similarities as the starting point for building a set of repeat families has two disadvantages. First, as the authors of RECON state, 'difficulty in defining element boundaries causes . . . problems in clustering related elements into families' (Bao and Eddy, 2002) . Second, for large repeatrich genomes, producing a set of pairwise similarities can be a prohibitively computationally intensive task. For example, Alu repeats, with >10 6 copies in human genome, give rise to ∼10 12 pairwise alignments, making explicit construction of a set of pairwise similarities computationally infeasible. One way around this problem is to iteratively run on a small sample of the genome and then analyze progressively larger samples after masking the repeat families already identified (Bao and Eddy, 2002) . This has shortcomings as well: repeat families constructed from a small sample of the genome will be less accurate (particularly with respect to boundaries), and mosaic subrepeats which have already been masked will be excluded from appearing in other repeat families, leading to fragmentation. Emphasizing these difficulties, Bao and Eddy conclude that 'the problem of automated repeat sequence family classification is inherently messy and ill-defined and does not appear to be amenable to a clean algorithmic attack. ' In this paper, we describe a surprisingly simple and fast method which addresses these problems. Our RepeatScout algorithm builds a set of repeat families by using highfrequency lmers (i.e. short substrings of length l) as seeds, and greedily extends each seed to a progressively longer consensus sequence, following the dynamically inferred alignments between the consensus sequence and its occurrences in the genome. The straightforward, transparent nature of our approach is a significant advantage over other repeat family identification algorithms. In addition, our approach utilizes an efficient method of similarity search and enables a rigorous definition of repeat boundaries.
In the past few years, the RECON algorithm (Bao and Eddy, 2002) has become the dominant tool for de novo repeat family identification in newly sequenced genomes. For example, RECON has been used to construct a library of C.briggsae repeat families (Stein et al., 2003) , making this an ideal test bed. A library of C.briggsae repeat families can be evaluated by analyzing the set of repeat elements identified by RepeatMasker using that library. This analysis indicates that the library of repeat families produced by RepeatScout is more sensitive than the library of repeat families produced by RECON in identifying C.briggsae repeats. In particular, >4% of the C.briggsae genome is identified by RepeatScout as repetitive sequence but missed by RECON.
We apply RepeatScout to the human, mouse and rat X chromosomes. We find that ∼2% of the human X chromosome and 4% of the mouse and rat X chromosomes consist of previously unannotated repetitive sequence; these percentages serve as estimates for each entire genome. The larger amount of previously unannotated repetitive sequence in mouse and rat reflects the relatively primitive state of existing repeat libraries for these organisms.
Throughout the paper, we use the term repeats to refer to all types of repetitive sequence, including low-complexity repeats, tandem repeats, multicopy genes/pseudogenes, segmental duplications and transposons. Low-complexity repeats and tandem repeats are easily recognized using programs, such as Nseg (Wooton and Federhen, 1993) and Tandem Repeats Finder (Benson, 1999) . However, distinguishing between multicopy genes/pseudogenes, segmental duplications and transposons is a hard problem, which is beyond the scope of RECON and beyond the scope of our RepeatScout algorithm. We address this by using existing annotations of genes/pseudogenes and segmental duplications to analyze RepeatScout results for human, mouse and rat X chromosomes.
APPROACH
Suppose we observe that a particular lmer has many exact matches in the genome, and we observe additional sequence similarity in the regions surrounding the exact lmer matches, with the sizes of these similar regions varying considerably. In this scenario, we have roughly identified many approximate partial occurrences of a repeat family plus some spurious sequences which happen to share the same lmer. But how do we define the repeat element boundaries and determine the consensus sequence of this repeat family?
We address these questions with a rigorous definition. Let S 1 , . . . , S n denote DNA sequences each of which contains a similar repeat element and extends past the boundary of that repeat element on each side. By 'similar' we mean that each repeat element aligns with all or a part of a common consensus sequence, i.e. each one may be only a partial repeat. In practice, S 1 , . . . , S n will typically represent regions surrounding exact matches of a high-frequency lmer. We jointly define the underlying consensus sequence Q, and the substrings R 1 , . . . , R n of S 1 , . . . , S n specifying the precise boundaries of the repeat elements, as follows. We define Q to be the sequence which maximizes
where a(Q, S k ) is a pairwise fit-preferred alignment score and |Q| is the length of Q; the repeat frequency threshold c imposes a minimum threshold on the number of repeat elements which must align with any given position of Q. 2 We define R k to be the substring of S k appearing in the optimal alignment of Q and S k with score a (Q, S k ) .
Consider the typical case of a repeat family with left and right boundaries shared by some (but not all) of its repeat elements, with many partial repeat elements truncated short of those boundaries (Fig. 1a) . The choice of pairwise alignment score a(Q, S) which is used in A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ) is critical to proper annotation of the repeat boundaries. One possibility is to let a(Q, S) be a local alignment score; letting f (i, j) be the score of the optimal alignment ending at position i of Q and position j of S, we have: where µ ij is a match/mismatch score between positions i of Q and j of S, and γ is a fixed gap penalty. However, if a(Q, S) is a local alignment score, the consensus sequence Q optimizing A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ) will contain spurious sequence extending past the true repeat boundaries, which improves a few local alignments without hurting the rest (Fig. 1b ). An alternative is to require the boundaries of Q to be shared by all alignments by letting a(Q, S) be a fit alignment score (Waterman, 1995) , i.e. the score of the optimal alignment fitting all of Q into S. However, if a(Q, S) is a fit alignment score, the consensus sequence Q optimizing A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ) will contain only the portion of the repeat family appearing in most repeat fragments (Fig. 1c) . What we really want is an alignment score a(Q, S) which encourages boundaries of Q shared by some (but not necessarily all) alignments. Our solution is to use a fit-preferred alignment score a(Q, S) which subtracts a fixed incomplete-fit penalty p if the alignment does not extend all the way to the right end of Q, with an analogous penalty for the left end of Q: 3
Our fit-preferred alignment score a(Q, S) leads to a consensus sequence Q with proper repeat boundaries (Fig. 1d ).
We illustrate with an example. Consider a repeat family with 1000 total copies, in which 600 copies have a length of 100 bp, 390 copies extended on one side to a length of 200 bp and 10 copies extended on one side to a length of 220 bp (Fig. 2a) . For simplicity, let us suppose that the copies have no mutations from the consensus sequence. The consensus sequences of length 100, 200 and 220 bp are each candidates for the optimal Q. Assuming match/mismatch scores of 1 and −1 and incomplete-fit penalty p = 20, the values of A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ) for each consensus sequence Q, and for each choice of alignment score, are listed in Figure 2b . We see that the local alignment score chooses the 220 bp consensus sequence, even though it is represented in only a few copies; as we will see below, the RECON algorithm (Bao and Eddy, 2002) also has this weakness. However, the fit alignment score chooses the 100 bp consensus sequence, ignoring strong evidence of a 200 bp consensus. Only the fit-preferred alignment score chooses the 200 bp consensus. We note that more complicated examples, in which the length of partial repeat copies is variable, yield similar conclusions. Now that we have rigorously defined our objective function A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ), the next question is how to optimize it. The naive approach of solving an n-dimensional dynamic programming problem is clearly computationally intractable. However, the heuristic approach of extending short exact seeds to identify high-scoring alignments has proven successful in pairwise alignment algorithms, such as BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) . We generalize this approach to optimizing our objective function A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ) as follows. Given a high-frequency lmer, let S 1 , . . . , S n be the regions surrounding exact matches of the lmer, extended far enough on each side (say 10 000 bp) such that they surely extend past the boundaries of the repeat elements in question. We set Q 0 equal to the lmer, and greedily extend the consensus sequence Q maximizing A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ) one nucleotide at a time: at iteration t, we compute A(Q t · N ; S 1 , . . . , S n ) for each nucleotide N ∈ {A, C, G, T} (where Q t · N represents Q t with N appended), and set Q t+1 equal to the choice of Q t · N which maximizes A(Q t · N ; S 1 , . . . , S n ). We note that the alignment scores a(Q t · N , S k ) can be computed quickly from alignment scores of the previous iteration by storing alignment scores corresponding to different offsets (see Section 3); this is a straightforward generalization of Smith -Waterman alignment (Smith and Waterman, 1981) . Thus, Q is greedily extended 1 nt at a time to a progressively longer consensus sequence. In order to limit the running time, the extension process terminates after a specified number I of iterations fails to improve on the optimal score A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ). We extend the original lmer seed Q 0 first to the right and then to the left 4 in this manner, thus obtaining the consensus sequence Q optimizing A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ). Consensus sequences Q obtained in this way, shorter than a specified length (say 50 bp), are later discarded (see Section 3); this prevents spurious high-frequency lmers (which cannot be extended to a longer repeat family) from entering our repeat family library.
Given a genome and a high-frequency lmer, the above procedure outputs a single repeat family consensus sequence Q. We would like to apply this procedure to all high-frequency lmers, to identify all repeat families in the genome. However, extending literally every high-frequency lmer would be immensely redundant, as most repeat families spawn a large number of high-frequency lmers (often much larger than the length of the repeat family, due to mutations). A sensible approach is to identify occurrences of a repeat family after its consensus sequence Q is computed and adjust lmer frequency counts to exclude counts from those repeat occurrences, in order to preclude rediscovering the same repeat family. Identifying the occurrences of Q could be done using RepeatMasker (Smit and Green, http://repeatmasker.org); however, as a typical genome contains hundreds or thousands of repeat families and this step is run separately for each repeat family, this approach is not practical. Instead, we crudely and efficiently identify most occurrences of Q by using our pairwise fitpreferred alignment score a(·, ·) to extend matches of all high-frequency lmers of Q.
The overall algorithm is now clear. We start by building a table of high-frequency lmers. We extend the most frequent lmer to a repeat family Q, identify occurrences of Q in the genome and adjust lmer frequency counts to exclude counts from occurrences of Q and proceed to the most frequent remaining lmer. The algorithm terminates when there are no remaining lmers with frequency at least m, a fixed lmer frequency threshold.
An obvious improvement to the RepeatScout algorithm as described above is to greedily extend the consensus sequence by >1 nb at a time; although a naive implementation of this approach is rather slow, the running time can be significantly improved by precomputing all extensions of the dynamic programming table, as in the Four-Russians Speedup (Myers, 1992) . Another possible improvement is to reoptimize Q, refining the consensus sequence after optimal alignment boundaries have been determined. We have chosen to limit our implementation to the greedy single nucleotide extension approach; our experiments indicate that this simpler approach generally produces accurate consensus sequences so long as a good seed exists.
The problem of finding the consensus sequence Q optimizing A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ) is similar to the consensus alignment problem for sequences S 1 , . . . , S n (Li et al., 1999) . Although there exists a polynomial time approximation scheme for the global consensus alignment problem (Li et al., 1999) , our problem is more difficult, since (1) the optimal alignment boundaries are different for each sequence S k and are not known a priori and (2) we are not trying to align all sequences S 1 , . . . , S n , since some of these sequences may be spurious or may belong to distinct repeat families which share the same seed lmer. We note that spurious sequences will be excluded as the consensus sequence is extended, because they will eventually have a negative alignment score (due to the incomplete-fit penalties). The case of repeat families with mosaic subrepeat structure, e.g. which share the same seed lmer as part of a shared mosaic subrepeat, merits further description: in this case, RepeatScout will initially return one of the families (typically the family with the most occurrences in S 1 , . . . , S n ). Although lmer frequency counts will subsequently exclude counts from occurrences of the shared mosaic subrepeat, the other repeat families will be later separately identified-and extended to their full length, including the shared subrepeatusing an lmer seed which is not a part of the shared subrepeat. As with existing algorithms, such as RECON (Bao and Eddy, 2002) , RepeatScout does not explicitly illustrate the mosaic subrepeat structure of the repeat families it identifies. However, this mosaic stucture can be illustrated by running the A-Bruijn alignment algorithm (Raphael et al., 2004) 
METHODS
Iterative computation of alignment scores. The alignment score a(Q t · N , S k ) can be computed quickly from alignment scores of the previous iteration: letting the offset of an alignment be the net number of insertions minus deletions at iteration t, we compute and store alignment scores a f (Q t 
In practice, a carefully chosen banding constraint b speeds up the algorithm without significantly affecting the results.
RepeatScout parameter settings. In each case, we ran RepeatScout with seed length l = 15; lmer frequency threshold m = 3, repeat frequency threshold c = 3, alignment match, mismatch scores and gap penalty equal to 1, −1 and −5, respectively, incomplete-fit penalty p = 20, and banding constraint b = 5. To minimize the computational burden imposed by low-complexity and tandem repeats, we disallowed multiple occurrences of the same lmer within 500 bp of sequence by including only the first occurrence in our lmer frequency count. We extended high-frequency lmer seeds up to 10 000 bp on each side, terminating the extension process whenever I = 500 consecutive iterations failed to improve on the optimal score A(Q; S 1 , . . . , S n ). We removed repeat families with consensus sequence <50 bp long, and removed repeat families with at most 10 copies identified by RepeatMasker. We note that the number of repeat family copies identified by RepeatMasker is typically larger than the number of copies containing exact occurrences of the original lmer seed.
We now explain our choice of parameter settings. First, l = 15 was the smallest seed length which did not lead to an excessive number of spurious frequent lmers (e.g. if we had used l = 13, then even a random lmer would be expected to have frequency >1 in any of our input sequences). Larger values of l slightly reduced the chances of a given repeat family having a frequent lmer seed and thus slightly reduced sensitivity. In general, we have found l = log 4 L + 1 to be a suitable choice of seed length for an input sequence of arbitrary length L. Next, m = c = 3 were the smallest values which allowed a reasonable running time; higher values of m and c reduced running time somewhat and slightly reduced sensitivity. We set m = c in all of our experiments because both these parameters reflect our desired lower bound on the number of repeat elements which will contribute to our objective function. Next, we extended high-frequency lmer seeds up to 10 000 bp on each side and removed repeat families with consensus sequence <50 bp long, because most known transposon families have length between 50 and 10 000 bp. All other parameter choices were somewhat arbitrary and (within a reasonable choice) do not affect the algorithm's performance significantly. No effort was made to fine tune the algorithm's parameters to suit the datasets we analyzed.
RepeatMasker parameter settings. In each case, RepeatMasker was run using default scoring matrices. We used the least sensitive setting of RepeatMasker, in order to limit the computation time of the RepeatMasker runs; we note that running RepeatMasker at its most sensitive setting on the human X chromosome would take months on a single processor. Tests on a limited amount of sequence data indicate that running RepeatMasker at more sensitive settings increases the amount of repetitive sequence identified by all RepeatMasker runs but has little effect on the relative results.
Removal of low-complexity repeats, tandem repeats, multicopy gene/pseudogene families and segmental duplications. Repeat families with >50% of their length annotated as low-complexity by Nseg (Wooton and Federhen, 1993) were removed. Similarly, repeat families with >50% of their length annotated as tandem repeats by Tandem Repeat Finder (Benson, 1999) were removed. In human, mouse and rat analyses, repeat families whose occurrences (as identified by RepeatMasker) collectively had >50% of their sequence annotated as either gene/pseudogene families or segmental duplications were removed.
RESULTS
We benchmarked RepeatScout using the C.briggsae genome (Stein et al., 2003) , a recently assembled genome of length 108 Mb, which has already been analyzed using RECON (Bao and Eddy, 2002) . We ran RepeatScout on C.briggsae using default parameter settings (explained in Section 3). RepeatScout's running time was 7 h on a single 0.5 GHz DEC Alpha processor. To insure a fair comparison with the RECON C.briggsae library, which restricted itself to repeat families with >10 copies (Stein et al., 2003) , we subsequently discarded repeat families 10 copies (see Section 3). Our We list the amount of genomic sequence masked by both, neither, or just one of the libraries.
resulting library contains 1391 repeat families of total length 0.65 Mb. In comparison, the raw library produced by RECON 5 contains 723 repeat families of total length 0.43 Mb (Stein et al., unpublished data) . 6 We ran RepeatMasker on the C.briggsae genome using each repeat library (Section 3), and compared the two runs (Table 1) . RepeatScout identified 4.8 Mb of repetitive sequence missed by RECON, and RECON identified 2.0 Mb of repetitive sequence missed by RepeatScout. These differences are primarily due to different repeat families, not to different boundaries of the same repeat family: 3.8 Mb of the 4.8 Mb identified by RepeatScout only, and 1.5 Mb of the 2.0 Mb identified by RECON only, occur in blocks of length at least 50 bp which are identified by only one of the algorithms. Both the RepeatScout library and the raw RECON library contain low-complexity and tandem repeat families. However, removing low-complexity and tandem repeat families from both libraries (see Section 3) has little effect on the relative results. We investigated why some repeat families are identified by RECON but missed by RepeatScout. In each case, occurrences of the repeat family are sufficiently diverged from its consensus sequence (the consensus sequence lmers either do not appear in the genome or have low frequency), which explains why RepeatScout cannot identify the repeat family. (An exception is low-complexity consensus sequence lmers, whose frequency is initially high but later decremented when low-complexity repeat families are identified, preventing these lmers from being chosen subsequently as seeds.) Relatively few C.briggsae repeat families are sufficiently diverged to prevent their identification via extension of 5 The raw RECON library has been filtered of multicopy genes/pseudogenes, via a complex series of filters, to produce a filtered RECON library (Stein et al., 2003) . This biologically important step is beyond the scope of either RECON or RepeatScout. Because our intent is simply to benchmark the ability of RepeatScout to identify repetitive sequence, our comparison is based on raw output of RECON and RepeatScout, prior to filtering of multicopy genes/pseudogenes. 6 We remark that the number of repeat families is not an adequate measure of the quality of different repeat family libraries. Repeats often have mosaic subrepeat structure and can thus be represented in many different ways, with a varying number of reported repeat families. (Jurka, 1998 (Jurka, , 2000 a high-frequency consensus sequence lmer; it may be possible to identify such repeats by using approximate (rather than exact) high-frequency lmers as seeds.
We applied RepeatScout to the human, mouse and rat X chromosomes. Our goal was to identify repetitive sequence, excluding low-complexity or tandem repeats which is not already annotated as transposon families, multicopy gene/pseudogene families or segmental duplications. We ran RepeatScout on each X chromosome using default parameter settings. RepeatScout's running time was 8 h on a single 0.5 GHz DEC Alpha processor for the human X chromosome, 8 h for mouse and 10 h for rat. We removed low-complexity and tandem repeat families (see Section 3). Using genomic annotations of genes/pseudogenes (obtained from NCBI) and segmental duplications (Eichler, unpublished data), we subsequently removed repeat families whose occurrences predominantly correspond to annotated multicopy gene/pseudogene families or segmental duplications (see Section 3). We also removed repeat families with 10 copies or less. In Table 2 , we list for each organism the number of repeat families in our resulting library and their total length, as compared with the Repbase Update library of transposon families (Jurka, 1998 (Jurka, , 2000 . We note that RepeatScout correctly identified the human Alu repeat family as a consensus sequence of length 282 bp followed by a poly-A tail; in contrast, the Alu consensus sequence produced by RECON has a length of 424 bp, reflecting the trimeric (LLR) configuration of a tiny fraction of Alu elements rather than the canonical dimeric (LR) configuration (Bao and Eddy, 2002) . This example illustrates the effectiveness of RepeatScout's fitpreferred alignment approach in annotating repeat boundaries shared by many repeat elements.
For each X chromosome, we ran RepeatMasker (Smit and Green, http://repeatmasker.org) using either our RepeatScout library or the Repbase library for that organism (Section 3) and compared the two runs. The results are listed in Table 3 . In each case, we restricted the comparison to the X chromosome excluding low-complexity or tandem repeats, annotated genes/pseudogenes and annotated i356 Table 3 . Results of RepeatMasker runs on human X chromosome, mouse X chromosome and rat X chromosome, using the library of repeat families produced by RepeatScout versus Repbase Update (Jurka, 1998 (Jurka, , 2000 Masked 
DISCUSSION
We have developed an accurate and efficient repeat family identification algorithm, as indicated by our benchmarking analysis on C.briggsae. Repetitive sequence can be further classified into low-complexity repeats, tandem repeats, multicopy gene/pseudogene families, segmental duplications and transposons. Low-complexity repeats and tandem repeats are easily recognized using programs such as Nseg (Wooton and Federhen, 1993) and Tandem Repeats Finder (Benson, 1999) . However, distinguishing between multicopy gene/pseudogene families, segmental duplications and transposons remains a problem, one which we do not claim to solve. For human, mouse and rat, we elected to filter out repeat families corresponding to previously annotated multicopy gene/pseudogene families and segmental duplications, producing a library containing transposons and previously unannotated multicopy gene/pseudogene families and segmental duplications; for mouse and rat, there is reason to believe that our library contains a significant number of transposon families not present in Repbase. We note that the PILER algorithm (Edgar and Myers, 2005 ) achieves high specificity in distinguishing different types of repeats, at the sacrifice of some sensitivity; the methods of PILER may be useful in further classifying repeat families identified by RepeatScout. RepeatScout is orders of magnitude faster than RECON, the dominant tool for de novo repeat family identification in newly sequenced genomes. For example, Bao and Eddy (2002) , report that RECON required 4 h on a single 1.7 GHz Intel Xeon processor to run on 3.0 Mb of human sequence and 39 h to run on 9.0 Mb of human sequence. In contrast, RepeatScout took 6 min on a single 0.5 GHz DEC Alpha processor to run on 3.0 Mb of human sequence and 21 min to run on 9.0 Mb of human sequence and ran on the entire human X chromosome in just 8 h. Thus, RepeatScout is particularly well suited to analyzing large repeat-rich genomes. Although RepeatScout's running time is slightly superlinear in the size of the input sequence, efforts to optimize its implementation are nearly complete, enabling RepeatScout to analyze entire mammalian genome sequences. Our experiments on chromosomes of different lengths have shown that the quality of the results scales with the amount of input sequence; thus, we believe that running RepeatScout on an entire mammalian genome will improve our ability to identify low copy number or highly diverged repeat families which we currently miss.
With an increase in the number of genome sequencing projects, there is a pressing need to identify the repeat families present in large, newly sequenced genomes. For example, a growing amount of sequence data is now available for each of 28 mammalian species (NIH Intramural Sequencing Center, http://www.nisc.nih.gov). Application of RepeatScout to certain species with no existing repeat library has contributed to efforts to infer the phylogeny of these species using orthologous repeats (Bashir et al., 2005) . The benefits of such applications will surely multiply in the years ahead.
